400 JOBLESS IN CHARLOTTE T. U. L. MEETING

Charlotte, N. C.—U.S. Steel Workers accused us workers of being lazy in a strike meeting Monday that lasted over two hours. The company, represented by a United Steel Workers' representative, said that the workers have been striking for 10 days and that the company is losing $50,000 per day.

For Humanity's Sake

“Roast Little Pig, or Die a Poor Hog”

Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 20, 1940

While Birmingham's main attention is on the strike of the Negro railroad workers, thousands of unemployed workers are at their wits' ends during the Christmas season. The police and National Guard are out in force to keep order, but the situation is not helped by the strikes of the Negro railroad workers.

Aid for Southern Worker

Not Coming Fast Enough

The financial situation of the SOUTHERN WORKER is in a bad state. With the economic depression and unemployment, it is difficult for the organization to meet its obligations. Last week we had barely enough money to pay our bills. This week, we are facing an even more critical situation.

Enslave Sailors With New Ruling

Housten, Tex.—New regulations are being proposed which will allow the U.S. Navy to conscript sailors directly from ships while in port and providing vessels in international waters will be conscripted for use by the Navy. The regulations also provide for the conscription of officers and enlisted men of the Navy.

DANVILLE STRIKERS FIGHT ON

Danville, Va.—With a number of the Danville workers still on strike, the Danville strikers are entering into their tenth week of struggle with the Danville plants.

STARRVED OUT AT CASEY-HEDGES

By a Worker Correspondent

The average amount of money that is spent on the food in this department is $2.00 a week. The food is unvaried and consists mainly of crackers, bread, and coffee. The workers are required to pay for their food and the price is high. The workers complain that they are not being paid enough to live on.

Danville Strike

The Danville plant is being operated by the strike committee. The workers are demanding an increase in wages and shorter hours. The company is refusing to negotiate and is threatening to fire the workers if they do not return to work.

Danville Strike

The Danville Strike is the result of the company's refusal to grant the workers a raise in wages. The company is controlled by the owners of the plant and is not willing to grant the workers anything.

Danville Strike

The Danville Strike is in its seventh week and the workers are determined to carry on the struggle.

Danville Strike

The Danville Strike is a result of the workers' efforts to improve their living conditions and is supported by the community.
Jobless Seeking Warmth In South, Hounded and Jailed

Freights Crowded With Women As Well As Men

HOUSTON, Texas—Tie broken, hundreds of unemployed workers by tying the tracks to the freight yards on Ellington and the South Bound in a futile attempt to stop the trains.

And while the policemen, drivers, engineers, and conductors fought a losing battle, the women and children of the city poured into the freight yards. The scene was crowded with women and children wearing coats, overcoats, and blankets. The women were seen carrying children on the backs of carriages.

The demonstrators were met by the police, who fired tear gas into the crowd, and the women and children were forced back, but they continued to pour into the freight yards.

The scene was chaotic, with police and demonstrators clashing. The police used tear gas, and the women and children were forced back.

Winston - Salem Notes

On December 28th, the AT & T Building was dynamited.

The Stuff Boss Justice Is Made Of

By, W.G. HAMLEY

Winston-Salem, N.C.

Yesterday, in the Fourth District Court of the U.S. District Court, a man named Thompson was sentenced to ten years in prison for fraud.

The case involved a scheme to defraud the government of $500,000.

The boss of the company, Mr. Thompson, was convicted of embezzlement and sentenced to ten years in prison.
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STEAL SHIPS AND LIVES OF SAILORS, TOO

From the Mills, Mines and the Farms

No Fake Insurance Like This For Us

By a Worker Correspondent

While canvassing for signatures for the Citizens for Pace, he met a young man at the Congress St dock. The young man told him that he had heard Mr. Cooper had Negroes. Mr. Cooper's office is at the front of the house. He said that the work was very good and that the boy was interested in it. He said that he would like to hear from Mr. Cooper about the job.

Jobless Loses Money Working on Relief Job

By a Worker Correspondent

Norfolk, Va.

All quiet on the water, but gale warnings abound. It seems the gale warnings are not taken seriously by the people on the water. A boy on the boat, when asked why he was not on deck, said, "I heard on the radio that there was no gale warning." He then went back to sleep.

Happenings in Norfolk

By a Worker Correspondent

Norfolk, Va.

The weather is cold and the wind is blowing. The sailors are on strike and the boats are tied up in the harbor. The strike is being led by a young man named Brown. He has organized a union of the sailors and is demanding better working conditions. The strike has lasted for three days and is still continuing.

Secretary Arrested

The Secretary of the Marine Workers' Union was arrested today. He was accused of betraying union funds. It is said that he has been embezzling union money for his personal use. The union has filed a complaint against him and he has been arrested.

Work for Lessee Red

A newspaper man named Red Smith, who had been working for the Daily Press, has taken over the business. He has promised to improve the paper and to make it more interesting to the readers. He has already made several changes, including the addition of a new section on sports.

Black As Well As White Need Food

By a Worker Correspondent

Birmingham, Ala.

The other day a white woman came to the house and said that she needed food. She told me she was a mother of five and that she was hungry. I told her that I did not have anything to eat myself, but that the bread on the table was her's. She thanked me and left. I have never seen such a kind and generous person. She was a true Southern woman.

SPEED-UP AT TENN. POWER

By a Worker Correspondent

The Tennessee Electric Power Co. is speeding up its operation and plans to complete its connection with the lake by the end of the month. The plans were announced by Mr. White, the company's president. The speed-up will enable the company to meet the increased demand for electricity in the region.

HARD ON FARM - HARD ON R. R.

By a Worker Correspondent

Hendersonville, Tenn.

I was married in a fine house and have been living there for a few years. I have been living there ever since I was married. I have never had a complaint about the house and I am very happy living there. I would like to see more people live in such fine houses.

New Ruling Enslaves Sailors to Captains

(Continued From Flyer Page)

The Department of Labor has issued a new ruling that all seamen must be under the control of the captain at all times. This ruling has been met with much opposition by the seamen, who claim that it is a violation of their rights. The seamen have threatened to strike if the ruling is not revoked.
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Making the Unemployed an Army of War

Another White Worker Says “Misled CRS” Is All Wrong

Editor—Southern Worker

The former socialistic, C. W. A. of North Carolina, recently referred to the local newspaper reporting that the state has spent 930,000,000 for unemployment relief. It is frequently claimed that the Socialists have been misled by the CRS, the Communist Relief Service, which was established in 1918. The CRS, however, is not the same organization as the Socialists.

The Socialists have been working for the betterment of the working class for many years. They have been active in the political field, and have been instrumental in the establishment of the Socialists as a political party. The CRS, on the other hand, has been engaged in the relief work of the working class.

The Socialists have been active in the labor movement, and have been instrumental in the establishment of the United States of America. The CRS, on the other hand, has been engaged in the relief work of the working class.
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